Abstract. We give an alternative proof of the fact that, on Z d , the Vertex reinforced jump process is recurrent in strong reinforcement. Consequently, the edge reinforced random walk is recurrent in strong reinforcement, this is first proved separately in [ST15a] and [ACK14]. We give yet an alternative proof, hopefully shorter, using the classic idea of fractional moments [AM93] . As a corollary, we also show that, the operator naturally associated to the VRJP, is localized in strong disorder.
Introduction
The Vertex Reinforced Jump Process (VRJP) is a continuous time self-interacting process, recent studies revealed its relation with a supersymmetric hyperbolic sigma model (introduced by Zirnbauer [Zir91] ), called the H 2|2 -model, studied in [DS10, DSZ10] , the latter is a toy model for the study of Anderson transition. [STZ17] introduce a random operator naturally relate to these objects. In [ST15a] and [ACK14] , two different proofs of the fact that the VRJP is recurrent under strong reinforcement on Z d were given. We will give yet an alternative proof, our proof is new in the sense that it is different from previous proofs, it is an old proof in the sense that it follows a classical idea day back to [AM93] .
Let us first define the VRJP, consider G = (V, E) be a non directed locally finite graph. In the sequel, we mainly focus on Z d and its sub graphs. We denote i ∼ j if {i, j} is an edge of the graph. Let (W i,j ) i,j be real numbers such that W i,j > 0, W i,j = W j,i i.f.f. i ∼ j, called the edge weights, otherwise, W i,j = 0; Let (θ i ) i∈V be a collection of positive real numbers, called the initial local times. The VRJP with parameter (θ i , W i,j ) i,j∈V is the V valued process (Y t ) t≥0 staring at Y 0 = i 0 ∈ V , and conditionally on the past, it jumps at time t from Y t = i to a neighbour j at rate W i,j L j (t) where L j (t) = θ j + t 0 1 Yu=j du.
Surprisingly, after suitable time change, the VRJP is a mixture of Markov jump processes, in particular, we can talk about recurrence and transience of VRJP as for Markov processes (in fact, we have 0-1 law for constant parameters). The mixing measure turns out to be a very nice family of distributions, which we discuss in Section 2.
If we assume constant edge weights W i,j ≡ 1, then the initial local time θ i indicate the strength of reinforcement. Our main theorem is the following:
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we will introduce the family of mixing measures and derived some of its properties for later use. In Section 3, as a preparation, we recall the result of the fact that VRJP is a mixture of Markov jump processes, to be self-consistent, we provide proofs. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of The second author is supported by erc starting grant 678520. 1 recurrence in strong reinforcement. Finally, in Section 5, we show that, the operator related to the VRJP is localized in strong disorder, as an application of [AM93] .
The multivariate inverse Gaussian distribution
Consider a finite graph G = (V, E), each edge {i, j} has a weight W i,j > 0, each vertex i ∈ V is assigned to a real θ i > 0. Note that, the weight W = (W i,j ) determined the edge of our graph. A Schrödinger operator on G is a matrix H with entries indexed by i, j ∈ V , where
In other word, if we denote ∆ W the weighted graph Laplacian, we have H = 2β − ∆ W , and we call 2β the potential. People in the community of random operator would have denoted V i , i ∈ V for the potential, but we choose 2β i to stay consistence with literature on the VRJP, also to distinguish from the vertices set V . It is a nice exercise to show that, for any a, b > 0, we have
The above integrand is the density of reciprocal of inverse Gaussian distribution. If we replace x by the Schrödinger operator H on G = (V, E), then we will get a generalization of Integral (2). Note that by replace x by H we mean the following substitutions:
That is, if we denote V = {1, . . . , N}, the previous one dimensional integral is generalized to an N dimensional integral, by replacing term by term, hence the name multivariate inverse Gaussian distribution. More precisely, we claim that Theorem A. Let H be defined as in (1). If θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ N ) and η = (η 1 , . . . , η N ) are real vectors with positive coordinates, then
In particular, this defines a random vector (β i ) i∈V for the weighted graph G = (V, E, W, θ, η). Proof. We will prove this claim and show something more, that is, we will show that marginal density of β and conditional density of β can be computed simultaneously along the proof. Recall that V = {1, . . . , N}, we partitioned V into V = V 1 ⊔ V 2 , one can think of V 1 = {1, . . . , N ′ } and V 2 = {N ′ + 1, . . . , N}, but any partition will do and we fix one, denote it V 1 ⊔ V 2 . The matrix H can be written in block form
where the top left block H V 1 ,V 1 is a |V 1 | × |V 1 | matrix consists of entries H i,j such that i ∈ V 1 , j ∈ V 1 , the other blocks are implicitly defined. We perform the Schur decomposition, that is
where I V 1 is the identity matrix of dimension |V 1 |, and I V 2 implicitly defined, and
The inverse of H can be computed via this decomposition, that is
Note we can also write our vector θ, η in block form, that is, e.g. θ = (θ V 1 , θ V 2 ), and do matrix multiplications in the block form, in particular, we define
With all these definitions and decompositions, the quadratic form in the exponent (which is the Hamiltonian or energy in the point of view of statistical physics) can be written as
Note also that for the determinant, we have, again by Schur, det
That is, we have managed to reduce our original integration to a strictly lower dimensional integration of the same form. We can recursively continue doing this, until one dimensional integral, which is the one we already discussed:
(a 2 y−b 2 /y−2ab) 1 √ y dy = 1.
We have hence proved the Equation (3), but we have actually proven more, since if we look at the factorization of the integrand into product of two terms, each term integrates to 1, so the first term
is the marginal distribution of (β i ) i∈V 1 , and the second term,
is the conditional density of (β i ) i∈V 2 given the values of (β j ) j∈V 1 . Corollary 1. Let (β i ) i∈V be ν W,θ,η distributed, the marginal of β and conditional density of β can be computed explicitly, and they fall into the same family of distribution as in Theorem A. In particular, when V 2 = {i 0 } and V 1 = V \ {i 0 }, the density of the marginal
and the conditional density of
, and
, and γ is independent of (β i ) i∈V 1 . In particular,
Proof. This is a direct application of the fact that the density factorize into product of (6) and (7). Equation (9) follows from definition of Green function, that is, for any i ∈ V , we have 
This characterize the distribution of 1 2γ
, which entails that γ is Gamma distributed.
There are many symmetries hidden in the measure ν W,θ,η , we've rather said the family of measure ν W,θ,η , as it is a probability measure for any parameter W, θ, η. This means, we can differentiate w.r.t. the parameters and obtain identities. Identities of this kind are called Ward identities, we list two of them, which will be useful later.
Proof. See appendix.
The VRJP is a random walk in random environments
Recall that we denote (Y t ) for the VRJP defined in the introduction. In [ST15a] , Sabot and Tarrès introduced the following time change to the VRJP:
where D(s) is the following increasing random time change function
where
1 Zu=i du is the local time of Z. In the sequel we will only interest in (Z t ), as it turns out to be a mixture of Markov jump process. By definition, the jump rate of (Z t ) at time t from Z t = i to a neighbor j equals
The following theorem is first proved in [ST15a] , the short proof we provided here can be find in [ST15b, STZ17] and [Zen16] . However, we rewrite the proof in the context of the measure ν W,θ,η , to provide a self-contained treatise of recurrence of the VRJP. 
, then the annealed law of X equals to the law of Z.
Proof. Let X be a process with quenched jump rate
from i to j. By (10), for the quenched process X, the rate of sojourn time at i ∈ V equals
let S i (t) be the local time of X up to time t. The quenched trajectory density (see Definition 4 of [Zen16] ) of X equals
.
By the Ward identity (12), the annealed trajectory density of X is
On the other hand, the trajectory density of Z equals (we abusively denote S i (t) the local time of Z as we are going to identify it with local time of X)
, hence the law of X and Z are equal. The following corollary is immediate.
Corollary 3. On a finite graph G, again denote H the random operator associated to G and G = H −1 . The discrete time process (Y n ) associated to the VRJP is a random conductance model, where the conductance on the edge {i, j} ∈ E is defined by
Recurrent with strong reinforcement on Z d
We can actually define the random potential β on a infinite graph, see Proposition 1 of [SZ15] for the case η ≡ 0.
Theorem C. One can extend to
ν W,θ,η to the entire Z d . If (β i ) i∈Z d is ν W,θ,η distributed,
its law is characterized by the Laplace transform of its finite marginals: for any finite collection of vertices
where (k i ) i∈V is such that k i > 0, and conventionally
Proof. This is a direct application of the Kolmogorov extension theorem, and the fact that by (11), β i and β j are independent if i ≁ j.
In the sequel, we focus on the graph Z d . In order to have homogeneity, we assume without lost of generality that W i,j ≡ W and θ i ≡ θ > 0. By (3), we can further assume that W = 1, by the substitution θ → √ W θ. Hence we can define the random operator associated to Z d , and it is of the form H = 2β − ∆. In the sequel β is always ν 1,1,0 distributed. Note that again by (3), if β ′ is ν 1,θ,0 distributed, then β ′ equal in law to 1 θ 2 β. Therefore, it will be convenient to define,
With such a notation we clearly see that, if the reinforcement of VRJP is strong (i.e. θ small), then the random Schrödinger operator has large disorder (since β now has constant variance). For a finite box Λ of Z d , consider the finite graph induced by the wired boundary condition, denoted Λ. More precisely, let Λ = (V, E) where V is the vertices and E is the edges, the vertices set of Λ is V ∪ {δ} where δ is an additional vertex, and 
Proof. By Corollary 1, where ν Λ,θ,0 is the density of (β) on Λ. Using random walk expansion of Green functions, e.g. Proposition 6 of [SZ15] , we can write
where G Λ\{x} is the Green function of the sub matrix associated to Λ\{x}, with (β i ) i∈ Λ\{x} the marginal law of the original (β). Note that, (18) is sometimes called Feenberg expansion for random Schrödinger operator, but if one think of random walk expansion, the factorization is just to cut the path from x to y at the last visit to x. By Lemma 1 we have
where we used Corollary 1, G Λ (x, x) and v∼x G Λ\{x} (v, y) are independent. We can apply the same inequality to
, and we obtain, by successive iteration
where SAW(x, y; l) is the collection of self avoiding path from x to y of length l in Λ, which is at most (2d) l on a sub graph of Z d . The very last inequality holds if we choose θ small enough such that 2dC 0 √ θ < 1.
Remarks 3. One might wonder how good such estimate gives, on a regular tree, this estimate give the exact critical θ separating recurrence and transience, but it is definitely not sharp on a graph with cycles.
Pure point spectrum
Turning to localization of the operator defined in (15). Following [AM93] , it suffices to show that, the conditional density of single site potential is τ -regular for some τ > 0.
Recall that we have used the Kolmogorov extension theorem to define (β i ) i∈V (Z d ) on the entire lattice. By (14), for any finite V containing the origin 0, the marginal distribution (β i ) i∈V is ν W,θ,η distributed, where
In the sequel assume θ < θ(d). Let V be the box of size n, the conditional density of β 0 given (β i ) i∈V \{0} is given by (8). By (17), we havě
< ∞ a.s. conditioned on (β i ) i =i 0 , it follows that, by Corollary 1, and taking V ↑ Z d , the density of β 0 conditioned on (
To check the τ -regularity, it suffices to check Equation (3.1) of [AM93] at the singularity D 0 . We can explicitly compute that,
Therefore, the conditional single site density (19) is 1-regular (c.f. p256 of [AM93] ), thus by Theorem 3.1 of [AM93] , there exists a θ 0 , such that for θ < θ 0 , the operator H θ on Z d is localized, i.e. H θ has a.s. a complete set of orthonormal eigenfunctions, which decay exponentially.
Appendix A. Proof of Ward identities
Let us prove the first Ward identity. Note the ν W,θ,η is a probability density for any parameters, in particular true for ν W, √ k+θ 2 ,η ,, now (11) is equivalent to the fact that ν W, √ k+θ 2 ,η is a probability, since
For the second Ward identity, the idea is the same, but we use the fact that the marginal density of (β i ) i∈V 1 is a probability density instead, also we will write this probability density in different variables. Let V 2 = {i 0 } and V 1 = V \ {i 0 }. By application of Theorem A, if we define
the density of (β i ) i∈V factorized into (20) 2 π
On the other hand, by (10) Therefore, the marginal density of (β i ) i∈V 1 , following (20), can be written as (21) p W,θ (u)
